Introductory Flight
Have you always dreamed of flying?
You can fly the Diamond DA20 Eclipse, the airplane flown by cadets at the United States Air
Force Academy. You can do it tomorrow at Linden Airport in New Jersey.
On your introductory flight, You and your instructor will together inspect the airplane; this is
your chance to learn the parts of the airplane and the controls. You will talk to air traffic control
(we’ll give you a script). You will taxi the airplane (drive to the runway). Using your newfound
taxi skills you will push the throttle forward, steer down the runway and take off.
You will learn the four fundamentals of flight: climbs, descents, level flight and turns. This is a
first lesson; you will be eligible for a logbook entry.
Each Best in Flight instructor has thousands of hours of flying over a decade
or more. The safety record of the Diamond is the best in the industry.
The whole experience takes about two hours, including a half hour of
personalized ground instruction and an hour in the airplane. It is $149.00.

To schedule your introductory flight, call (973) 723-8793
or email IWantToFly@bestinflight.net

Best in Flight Linden Airport 1101 W Edgar Rd, Linden NJ 07036 (973) 723-8793 www.bestinflight.net

Flying your own aircraft remains the single most effective way to do business in
multiple locations. With the reduction in regional airline service, it simply isn’t
possible to do business in Syracuse and Rochester and be back in Manhattan the
same day. When you fly, you do business on your own schedule, not someone else’s.
Learning to fly typically takes several months. You can take a year or two but it won’t
be cheap. You can learn to fly in two weeks; that will be a full-time adventure you will
remember for the rest of your life.
Learning to fly is a great adult challenge – not impossible, but requiring some
dedication. Piloting an aircraft for pleasure is a fulfilling experience. And by flying
yourself, your vacation home becomes that much more useful.

Linden Municipal Airport
1101 W Edgar Rd, Hangar 400
Linden, NJ 07036
973.723-8793
IWantToFly@bestinflight.net
www.bestinflight.net

IFO 121214
Best in Flight is conveniently located
at Linden Airport, 20 minutes west
of the Holland Tunnel. We are a 33
minute train ride from New York’s
Penn Station. We will pick you up at
Linden station.
Best in Flight offers hours to suit
your needs including early morning
and evening flights.
Call the Chief Pilot, Robert Hadow, to
discuss your requirements.
(973) 723-8793

Why the Best Instruction?
Flying is not just a hobby. It is also serious business.
Flying may be as easy as driving a car, but you don’t drive a car two
miles up. You don’t have to talk to air traffic controllers when you
drive. You need to understand what makes the airplane fly, the
weather, and air regulations – the aeronautical decision making
tools to exercise judgement in the air.
Best in Flight instructors each have a minimum of 3000 hours
accident-free pilot-in-command time.

